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The durable and convenient Southern California EasyToFold state map will take all the wear and

tear your journey can dish out. The heavy-duty laminated design allows you to mark your route,

make notes, then wipe the surface clean for further use. This is a must-have for navigation whether

you're a state resident or just passing through. Easy to fold means no fumbling Heavy-duty

lamination allows you to write on, wipe off Durable and tear resistant Folds to display individual map

sections Full-color maps with enhanced cartography Clearly indicated highways, county boundaries,

points of interest, and more Quick-reference legend and city indexProduct DetailsDimensions: 9" x

4.25" folded; 18" x 17" unfolded.
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I'm one of those people who likes to be prepared. I drive a lot as it's part of my job and I go

everywhere. There's always the possibility that my phone dies, backup batteries don't work and the

cigarette lighter fails. It's good to have these just in case.What's great about this map is that it's

laminated so you don't have to worry about your map tearing itself apartment.I recommend it!

It should say reasonably easy to fold. Great map. I used it in the classroom to show where our pen

pals were. I flattened it and put it on the bulletin board for several months. When I took it down it did

folded reluctantly. I put a good sized dictionary on top of it for a day and it is back in the file folder

until next year. :)It's a good map, clear, easy to read.



We travel to CA frequently and have never had a map that lasts very long...within a few uses it's

always tearing at the folds. With these easy fold out laminated maps ( we had to buy 2- southern

and northern) that doesn't happen. Holds up to use after use and , with having 2 different sections,

you can locate the area you're looking for faster and easier.

I was warned to have a hard copy map while driving in the Southern California desert region since

GPS fails in some of these remote areas. I was glad to have it.

I got this to throw in my truck's bug out bag / emergency gear. If I ever find myself lost in my state I

should be able to navigate using major roads and highways quite easily.

Nice laminated map. I used this to plot a route for a recent trip out west. I drew on it with dry erase

markers and then wiped it off when I was done. Has enough detail for the southern California area

to be all you need for long trips. Glad I got it and I'll use it again next year.

For how I intented to use it, it wasn't as expected. I didn't anticipate that the map would be

separated and laminated at the seams; I thought it would be laminated as a single piece. However,

if i needed it for travel it would have been PERFECT because the seams would have been

protected.

Detailed, with highlighted scenic routes that the AAA maps no longer show.
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